
Introduction
Burlöv Coop Forum is a hypermarket that provides
all  necessary items for living, such as grocery prod-
ucts, clothes, electronic home equipments, etc. It is
located in between Malmö and lund in an area that
is called,Arlöv. Coop  provides  varied facilities for
 members, such as Shop Express system, self check
 out,etc.

      Burlöv Coop centre is divided in two sections;
 Forum(more basic items), and  Coop Bygg ( more
 renovation and gardening materials).
 In this study we intend to identify socio-technical
 features that  impacts on  system. Further more,
 our attempt is to explore new express shop system
influences in customers` shopping routines.

Methodology
 Due to the fact that, Coop is an extremely large
 hypermarket, therefore  we limited our study on
 cowded places in Coop Forum, such as grocery,
entries, check out counters, and help desk informa-
tion.

  a. Exploring place

 There are four main entries from Burlöv centre that
 lead people to Coop Forum. Next to each entrance
 door, a shopping cart stations is located. Behind of
 Burlöv centre, a large area is assigned to car parking.
 After  entering  into building,next to  Coop Forum
area, there is  Shop Express panels that contain scan-
 ners. The cash counters are located beside  entries.
  Coffee shops and restaurants  are placed in front of
 Coop Forum .There is  a small area for sitting and
 resting with two sculptures that entertain kids for
 long times. More over, public rest room located next
to exit areas.

  Help desk is located next to entries, beside that there
is a counter that sells Lottery, horse racing tickets
and mobile credit cards, magazine and tobacco.

 The standards for design and items arrangements in
Coop are decided by central office in Stockholm.
What is so noticeable in items arrangements is, that
 bulk items are placed near to entries and exit areas
in public views to tempt customers to purchase how-
 ever, grocery, vegetable departments that usually are
 more crowded and demanding are placed further in
the background.
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 As we outlined before, vegetables & grocery
 departments are the most crowded places. Another
 crowded  place is a counter that assigned to lottery
ticket, race horse tickets. Most of  customers of Lot-
 tery counter, purchase lottery tickets or stand for a
 while to fill forms or monitors results  on screens that
 are assigned there. Also, customers get money back
 for  inserting  consumed bottles into slot machines.
 We noticed that  slot machines section are crowded
more in days and weekends.

b. Investigate  & Interview customers

 We targeted customers mostly with some questions
 concerning shopping patterns and routines. Our
methods for observation were quitevaried depend-
 ing on time and situation we were involved . Some
 of our study took place by approaching  customers
 near  entries. However, most of our observations
ocurred  inside.  During  observation , we noticed
 that  approaching customers  during shopping  might
 alter shoppers behaviors. So we decided to  interview
 customers after check out lines. Main questions that
 we asked customers, were  related; type of shopping
methods, travel time and way of transportation to
shopping centre and shopping schedules.

 In all, we interviewed with 15 customers, 7 of them
 were females and 8 were males in different ages.
Each interview took approximately 10-20 minutes.
 Our attempts were to highlighted main differences
in shopping patterns both ordinary system and Ex-
press Shop method.

Results of studies shopping patterns:

 According to our study, so many points have impact
 on shopping routines which are included in; geder,
 age, being social or solitary shoppers, shopping
 schedule time, and duration of shopping trip, using
 ordinary system of shopping or new shop express
system and pre -planned shopping.Also,way of shop-
 ping determines type of shopping trips; customers
 with shopping cart spend more time as compared to
other shopper who take plastic bag instead or noth-
ing.

 In additon, gender has a major impact on shopping
 behavior. Due to our study, men usually stick more
 to their shopping list, rarely spent time for searching
 new or bulk items. On the contrary, women prefer to
 shop slower than men, they like wandering up and
 down the aisles of supermarket and view all shelves
 during shopping;they do more  impulsive shopping.
 Age has to be considered here as well, old women
 spend more time for exploring bulk items however
 young women  like to explore  new products,
specially the one advertised or recommended.

 Solitary shopper who comes alone for shopping ,
 seems more determined on their shopping list,
 rarely they spend time on look around unnecessary
 items. In contrast, social shoppers (who had other
 people with them) tend to spend more time and
 money.
 Couples especially young one, consider  more
 about checking expiration date or other ingredients
 informations about product. Couples or young
 family customers with kids usually turn to
 detergent departments and baby basic products
 section. Some couples used to separate in during
 shopping. we notice that men is going more to buy
  basic, regular items however women  feel like to
 explore new items. It is quite hard to define the
 influences of shopping by children’s presence. In
 some studies, it seems shoppers along children are
 more likely to purchase more items. However,in
 some study we realized that, small kids generate
 situations that reinforce parents to do shopping
faster or just drop some items on shopping  list.
 Busy people, usually come for  shopping during
 evening time or weekends, also,they  tend to use
 shop express scanner more.Old people or people
 who have small kids, tend to shop during morning
 times, usually they choose ordinary shopping
 system.
Shoppers that live near shopping centre come more-
 frequently in a month for fill-in shopping items that
are consumed regularly; such as milk, eggs, and
bread, they migth come several times during a week
 and  track bulk items while they do fill in shopping.
  Distant shopper who needed more than 15 minutes
 to get to shopping centre, they come for shopping
 more often during weekends and they buy mostly,
 basic items for long terms.
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In  shop  express system,
 shopper collects items
 inside bags and  near to
  check out counters
 either shoppers choose
 self check out system or
go to express shop cash-
 iers counters and give
 their membership card
 with the scanner and
 payment amount, instead
 of standing in long queue
 for check out.One of
major interests of shop-
ping by shop express
 scanner is that customers
 have more control on their
 shopping, e.g. they could
 estimate during shopping
 how much they are
 spending; besides there is
 an alternative to remove
an unwanted item.

Customers who choose shop Express system, believe
that is much easier faster and more convenience.
 Approximately, over 30% of customers utilize
 Express shop system and rest of customers still
keep on with traditional shopping system. Accord-
 ing to our study, later shoppers (who come after
 work hours for shopping) and weekend shoppers,
 distant shoppers (who live far from the shopping
 center area) utilize more shop express scanner in
 their major shopping. But one of the strange thing
that we came up was that , people for fill-in shop-
 ping rarely  use  shop express system however it

 involves smaller effort
 and time commitments
 .This reveals that people
still are not so in-tune
with shop express system.
Some of  the old custom-
 ers who choose traditional
 shopping system, pointed
 that insecurity about  new
 system and difficutly to
learn, difficutly in alter-
 ing  routines  are  main
 reasons that they would
 rather to keep on with old
 system of shopping. How
 ever we find out the lack
 of  right  instruction and
 timidity or simply , self
 doubt  are the other reason
 that generate insecurity
 for customers.

 We realized that there is kind of tension between
 customers and staffs in express shop counters.
 It seems that hardly staffs have control on express
 shoppers who abuse the system, though, there is a
 random checking for express shoppers yet problem
 is not solved conveniently.  According to one of the
 cashier  that is interviewed, customers usually feel
offended or irritated to be chosen for random check-
 ing, which is so reasonable since it is expected by
 choosing express shop alternative, consume less
 time and energy at cash counter lines. That is another
 reason that  lead customers into  using old system of
shopping.

c. Investigate & Interview staffs

Coop generally is divided into too different depart-
 ments, each headed by a manager.
Coop staffs  are working in twomain groups which is
 distinguished by different color uniforms, blue
  uniform assigned for Coop Forum staffs and orange
uniform for Coop Bygg staffs ).
We interviewed  local manager and some staffs with
 general questions regarding Coop system and social
 networks that exist  among staffs and customers.
 We learned that weekends are busy days in Coop,
 almost all employees work at least one of these days
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 and have a weekday off. During busy periods, such
 as holidays and the back-to-school season, longer
than normal hours may be scheduled.

  Staff duties shift depend on work load, for instance,
 cashiers, depending on work hours, they may open
 or close their cash registers several times a day, in
 order to give help to other sections. Stock staffs that
 often work in side stock areas, their main task is
 moving or sorting items in stores or warehouse by
machines, also delivery and installation services is
part of their responsibilities.
  Help desk personels main tasks is giving support and
 help  to customers,more over, people refer to help
desk in order to return a purchased item.

 Offering free sample products for testing is another
 local staff’s duty, there is one of the places that
 customers could interact with staffs and express
themselves. It also seems so successful in represent-
 ing new products .The results  shows that consumers
look forward receiving free samples, and to a lesser
 extent they feel that free samples stands make the
shopping experience more fun.

Cashiers who work in ordinary counters have to do
 all checking process including, weighing fruits or
vegetable. One of cashier claimed;One of cashier claimed;One of cashier
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Three years ago when Shop Express system launched,
 most of the cashier were interested to work in Express
 Shop counters but later their interest decreased since

one more task added, every some minutes used scan-
ners have to be placed back on Shop Express panels
by cashiers.

 According to interviews with staffs and manager,
 the main communication among local managers,
 staffs does occur via telephone, email. Customers
 also could have access to the local manager via
phone or email.

Conclusion
 The out come of this study indicates crucial aspects
 that have impact on shopping routines, specifcally,
 indicates how social surroundings and social networks
 have influence in shopping patterns. we learned that
altering customers` routines by replacing hi-tech sys-
 tems is quite challenging. Obviously,getting in tune all
 customers into new, hi-tech shopping system  is a long
 process, however the quality of new system is much
better,  faster.
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